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LANCO FASHIONS A WINNING 
ANTHEM, ‘RIVAL,’ FROM A FIVE-NOTE 

RIFF 

 

When CBS viewers got a look at LANCO during the 54th annual Academy of Country Music 
(ACM) Awards, they received a booster shot of audio and video adrenaline: bassist Chandler 
Baldwin bouncing in place, drummer Tripp Howell fiercely flailing his mane and his sticks, and 
guitarist Eric Steedly stomping and twirling during an intentionally ratty solo.  

“Rival,” the band’s new single, is a high-octane chest-pounder, the kind of song that defines 
LANCO as a live act. It’s also the kind of song that has been missing from the group’s radio 
playbook.  



“‘Greatest Love Story’ and ‘Born to Love You’ are awesome songs, but they haven’t necessarily 
showcased how big our live show is,” says Howell. “We’re so energetic, so this is one of the first 
oppor- tunities for us to showcase that with one of our recorded songs.”  

Appropriately, “Rival” is a song that arose during an outdoor concert tour, not in a small, 
enclosed writing room. LANCO had the opening slot during Dierks Bentley’s 2018 Mountain 
High Tour, and as roadies changed the set be- tween Brothers Osborne and Bentley, a simple, 
anthemic groove from one song on the soundtrack caught Howell’s ear. O  

“He really wanted to write off that tempo,” recalls lead vocalist Brandon Lancaster. “A lot of 
times when you write a song, songwriters either have the hook or the melody, but that’s the 
cool thing about having different guys in the band. Literally, the drummer could say, ‘I want to 
write to this drum beat.’”  

Howell popped onto the bus and put together a big-sounding backbeat on the laptop, and he 
came up with a soaring, five-note hook. There was some- thing inspirational about the 
combination. He headed off to a tent to hang with the band, but when he played it for 
Lancaster, the songwriting bug took over. They tumbled back into the bus and started writing 
somewhere around 1 or 2 a.m. as the vehicle pulled away from the venue — presumably the Is- 
leta Amphitheater in Albuquerque, N.M., where the tour stopped on Sept. 28, 2018. Four hours 
or so down the road toward Phoenix, they had a full chorus and first verse that seemed like it 
would be ideal for the live show.  

That five-note hook was key. Howell couldn’t come up with words that seemed appropriate, 
and Lancaster suggested leaving it as a wordless, gang- vocal chant — “Whoa-oh-oh-oh-oh” — 
similar in effect to Bruce Springsteen’s “Born to Run.” The notes themselves were 
extraordinarily anthemic, led by a half note and two quarter notes pulled straight from a major 
chord. They’re the same three notes, in the same rhythm, as the first three notes in the hooks 
of two other big-sounding songs: Beck’s alt-rock slacker anthem “Loser” and the U.S. Navy’s Tin 
Pan Alley-bred fight song “Anchors Aweigh.” (Copyright neophytes should not be alarmed at 
the similarities; filing an infringement suit over these three notes would be as ridiculous as 
Hallmark claiming own- ership of the phrase “Sorry for your loss”).  

Lancaster, in fact, steered “Rival” in a thematic direction that was in direct opposition to 
“Loser.” Where Beck’s song mocks self-flagellation (“I’m a loser, baby/So why don’t you kill 
me”), “Rival” is a message of self-empowerment, using opposition as a motivator.  

“It was kind of like a therapy session for Brandon and I,” says Howell. “You hear so many ‘no’s’ 
before you hear one ‘yes’ in the music industry. You have to have some form of self-confidence 
in order to keep going. In that song, it was like, ‘You know what, dude? I do roar, and you’re 
going to be the chip on my shoulder to get through this, to keep working.’”  

Once they knocked out the chorus, the first verse beckoned, and they used the five-note hook 
as a setup for those opening lines. Lancaster took the reins. “I kind of started spitballing and 



free-versing the verses,” he says. “It was quiet for a second, so I said, ‘Never back down, never 
gonna quit/Other side of the tracks, hometown kids.’ I kind of spit that out and that kind of 
framed where we could go in the verses.” For Lancaster, who grew up in a working-class suburb 
but had friends in toney Brentwood and Franklin, the “other side of the tracks” line was real.  

“I had to cross train tracks every day I went to school in Smyrna,” he says. “I ac- tually did grow 
up on the other side of the tracks, both metaphorically and literally.”  

“Rival” had just one verse and chorus when they finished that writing session, but Howell and 
Lancaster weren’t done, especially after the rest of LANCO re- sponded a few days down the 
road.  

“The process when we write songs, or Brandon writes songs, is to start singing it at 
soundcheck,” says Howell. “If one per- son starts playing, then that person likes it, and two or 
three people start playing, you might have something there. When everyone picks up their 
instrument and starts working on it right then, you know that’s a song.” 
 

Howell and Lancaster wrote and rewrote a second verse, in person and through texting, for 
weeks, though it didn’t coalesce until LANCO started recording in November with producer Jay 
Joyce (Eric Church, Ashley Mc- Bryde) at St. Charles Studio, a former church in East Nashville.  

“Jay was really big on the ending, like, ‘There’s got to be a line where you lyrically give them the 
finger,’ ” says Lancaster. “That’s where ‘If you don’t like it you can shut your mouth’ came 
from.”  

Howell, the originator, pounded out the foundational rhythm with the same kind of forceful 
attitude that inhabits Queen’s “We Will Rock You.”  

“The basic drum beat is straightforward,” says Howell. “The kick is mas- sive, the snare has a 
cool effect on it, and I played the high-hat straight up on the verses. Jay put this little effect on 
it that makes it sound like it’s almost re- versed, which made the song a little weird, but it feels 
really cool.”  

Steedly gave it a wild guitar solo, and LANCO gathered about 10 voices — bandmembers, 
recording crew and a few spouses — to nail the final gang vocal. Among the finishing touches, 
Joyce chopped up one of Lancaster’s vocal per- formances of the line “never back down, never 
gonna quit” and ran it through a filter to create an off-kilter Jew’s harp effect.  

“If it catches you off guard and people scratch their heads about it, I’m OK with that,” says 
Lancaster. “That’s cool. It’s something to talk about.”  

“Rival” was one of several songs that Arista considered as a first single, but when LANCO 
debuted it at the first show on Luke Combs’ Beer Never Broke My Heart Tour (Jan. 31 in 



Birmingham, Ala.), the audience response was overwhelming. People moved with the drum 
beat and chanted along with that five-note riff. As a result, Arista issued it to country radio 
through PlayMPE on April 1 with an April 22 add date.  

Should it emerge as a hit, it would be prophetic: Lancaster riffed “I’m win- ning, I’m winning, I’m 
winning” in the final chorus. LANCO’s ACM victory as new group of the year already made it a 
winner, though the real point in all of it is simply about finding confidence and taking pride in 
one’s work.  

“I’m a really competitive person,” says Lancaster. “But at the end of the day, you are a musician 
and you’re making art. There’s not really a scoreboard.”  

 

 


